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radar data with elevation would be required to assessthe
effect of small-scalerougheningon the estimatesof p. Visual
correlation of the PV imaging radar data with topography
indicates at best a minor increasein roughness•Masursky et
al., 1980], so that the decreasein p with increasingelevation
could representa phenomena associatedwith an increasein
high-porosity materials.
Nozette and Lewis [1982] and others [cf. McGill et al.,
1983] have assessedchemical weathering phenomena on
Venus in terms of theoretical mineral equilibria as a function

zone [cf. Sharpton and Head, 1984] which most likely reflects
the flank to summit transition in topography.
Zones VII and VIII represent the summit regions of the
highestmountains such as Maxwell, Atla, and Ovda. There is
a highly variable character to the p versus elevation trend in
such regions,yet for Maxwell it is apparent (Table 1) that p
actually decreaseswith increasingelevation. Most of the materials at theseextremeelevationsare either abnormally dense
or enriched to a significantextent in high dielectrics.Theoretical mineral equilibria for ilmenite (a Fe/Ti oxide) suggestit

of elevation

would be stable at these PT conditions, while mafic silicates

and hence PT

conditions.

The

breakdown

of

simple silicates such as wollastonite to produce carbonates
such as calcite is expected to occur preferentially near the
plains/highlandsboundary at 2.0 km [Garvin et al., 1984d]. In
addition, the carbonation of metallic oxides such as ilmenite
to produce simpler oxides and carbonatessuch as rutile and
siderite are also predicted to occur at PT conditionscorrespondingto ,-,2.0 km elevationson Venus. Perhapsenhanced
chemical weathering in the highest plains producesfine materials which serveto lower the radar p at suchelevations.The
Venera 9 landing region is near the 2.0 km boundary. The
panorama from the Venera 9 site [Keldysh, 1979; Florenskyet
al., 1983a] displaysa soil substrateon top of which there are
abundant blocks. From the image, as well as that from Venera
10 (at 1.5 km elevation), a semicontinuouslayer of low-albedo
soil can be observed.Lower-elevation landing regions such as
Venera 14 apparentlycontain lesssoil at leastin terms of their

such as forsterite(Mg olivine) would be broken down to produce carbonates.The stability of pyrite (FeS2) cannot be unambiguously determined due to the lack of reliable data on
the fugacitiesof 02 and H20 for Venus [Nozette and Lewis,
1982; Garvin et al., 1984d].
On the basisof the geologicinterpretation of the radar data
and the character of the mean p versuselevation correlation
(Figures 4 and 5) we have produceda threefold subdivisionof
reflectivity which is presentedin map form in Plate 3. Before
turning to the map, a brief discussionof the comparison between the p and • correlations with elevation is required
(Figure 5). Except for zone IV, where p and • are strongly
anticorrelated (see Figure 5 and Table 1), and zone VI, where
p and • are highly correlated,there appearsto be little control
of either radar parameteron the other. A scatterdiagram of p
versus • (not presented)supports this interpretation. From
local scale and PV radar characteristics. The Venera 14 site is
Figure 5 and the previous discussionof the zone trends, it
almost devoid of fine materials; in contrast, apparent ex- would appear that the radar p is a very local scaleparameter
posuresof low-porositylayered bedrock abound [Florenskyet which is not controlled on any regional or global scale by
al., 1983b, c; Garvin et al., 1984a; Basilevskyet al., 1985]. As a topography or roughness(or regional slope).Becauseof this
consequenceof these observations,we feel there is a real in- observation, it is tempting to speculate that the radar p
creasein the abundance of high-porosity materials (e.g., soils) properties of Venus reflect real differencesin the porosity
in the highest plains which could be caused by the combi- structure(e.g.,rock versussoil) and compositionof the surface.
nation of enhanced chemical weathering and mass-wasting These differencesare partially a function of PT conditions and
due to the relatively high regional slopesat these elevations thus elevation (zone VI) but could also relate to differencesin
stylesof volcanismand surfaceages.Without water the degree
[Sharpton and Head, 1984].
Zone V representsthe lower highlands from 2 to 3.5 km. of chemical fractionation that occurs on Venus when rocks are
There is little or no increase in the mean or standard deviation
weathered should be minimal so that the weathering products
of p in this zone until 3.2 km. An increasein the range of p in should reflect the original bulk compositionof the parent mathe upper part of this interval can be observedin Figure 4. terials; this is evidently the case from in situ geochemical
This behavior could mark the onset of the foothills to the
measurements[Florensky et al., 1978, 1983b,c]. Thus changes
major mountains which generally commencetheir sharp in- in p are probably most strongly affectedby the porosity and
creasesin relief by 3.5 km (as well as being more steeply density of the surfacematerials,both of which are properties
sloped).
that relate to the age of the surface,the degreeof weathering,
Zone VI marks the beginningsof mountainous terrain, the and the mode of origin (e.g.,stylesof volcanism,impact craterpeaks of which occur at ,-,4.5 km. A high positive correlation ing, sedimentation).If the highest-elevationfeatureswere geoof mean p and elevation occursin this zone (Table 1), as was logically young volcanicstructuresor centers,then denselava
the casewith roughness(Figure 5). An increasein p of almost flows enrichedin iron and titanium could explain the high p
0.05 km- • is observed.This increaseis probablynot caused values observednear and at their summits. Decreasesin p at
by enhancedroughening(e.g.,diffusescattering)and indicates the summits of some of these features (e.g., Theia, Maxwell)
a real increasein density or in the abundanceof high dielectric could be the result of caldera structures filled with modified or
materials. Part of this increase could be attributed to geologi- explosivevolcanic materials. Scenariossuch as these can be
cally youthful volcanic materials such as basaltic lavas which developedto explain the observedradar data, but only highhave not had the time to be highly eroded under ambient resolutionradar imagesfrom Arecibo,Veneras 15 and 16, and
Venusian conditions. The flanks of Theia and Rhea Mons in
the Venus Radar Mapper (VRM) can constrain the models
Beta Regio are representativeof this zone. Evidence for ba- sufficiently to make them unambiguous.We will attempt to
saltic volcanismin suchareasis strongon the basisof recently define radar property related subregionson Venus in a later
acquired high-resolutionArecibo radar images [Campbell et section.
al., 1984a, b]. The upper part of this interval (,-,5 km elevaThe map in Plate 3 adopts the subdivisionsof p outlined
tion) representsthe summit areas of mountainssuch as Theia previously. The 0.0-0.1 materials are most likely soil domiand Rhea where abrupt changesin the radar propertieshave nated and probably most resemblethe surfacesof the moon
been documented at several scales[Campbell et al., 1984a, b]. and Mars in their radar p and dielectricproperties.They comThe 100-km baselineregional slopesare highly variable in this prise only about 15% of the surface.The 0.1-0.2 surfacesare

